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1

Introduction

India, the third largest economy in Asia1 and one of the fastest growing economies in the world,
has an immense appetite for electricity. India‘s impressive economic growth in the last decade
has resulted in commensurate rise in the energy requirements of the country. Although the
total power generation capacity has increased from 1,362 MW in 1947 to 3,02,833 MW2 till April
2016, electricity generation has not been able to keep pace with the country‘s rapid
industrialization and growth in population. Consequently, shortage in energy has been
continuing since long. The Load Generation Balance Report (LGBR) published by Central
Electricity Authority (CEA) stipulates that, the total energy (MUs) and peak (MW) deficits were
reported at 2.1% and 3.2% respectively3 during FY 2015-16... According to the World Bank
analysis, about 22% of India‘s population does not have access to electricity and the country‘s
per capita consumption of electricity is lowest among the emerging large economies (viz. Brazil,
China, Russia, and South Africa). Further, the electricity demand is expected to rise
significantly in the near future.
Considering the fact that India is currently importing nearly 79%4 of its total petroleum
requirements and has been relying increasingly on imported coal, it is necessary that India
develops a propensity towards non conventional domestic sources of energy to meet its
demand. Though, India‘s per capita carbon emissions (2,340 million tonnes CO2 are amongst
the lowest, ranking 126th as per Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR),
in terms of total emissions, India with 5.7% share in the annual global emissions, is fourth
largest in the world, only behind China, USA and the European Union. As a result, India is
subjected to increasing global pressure to reduce its overall carbon emissions. These can be
most effectively mitigated through adoption of renewable energy (RE) resources to meet
demand. Wind energy resources, in particular, could play a significant role.

1.1

Background

With the capacity of 26,867 MW5 as on April 2016, wind energy accounts for more than 62% of
the installed capacity in the renewable energy sector in the country. Presently, Tamil Nadu
leads in terms of installed wind capacity among all wind rich states of India with a installed

World Bank GDP Ranking 2014.
Monthly All India Installed Generation Capacity Report, April 2016.
3 Load Generation Balancing Report 2015-16 Published by CEA in May 2015
4 Ministry of Petroleum Annual Report FY 2014-15.
5 MNRE, Programme/Scheme Wise Physical Progress in 2016-17 (April 2016).
1

2CEA,
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wind capacity base accounting to almost one-third of the total wind capacity of India. However,
other states with significant potential such as Maharashtra, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Karnataka,
Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh and Telangana have been adding to their respective wind
capacities at a faster rate.
The sector is growing rapidly and thus presents substantial opportunities for domestic as well
as international players. As per Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC)6, 2014, India ranked fifth
in terms of wind installed capacity (behind China, Germany, USA and Spain) and fourth
(behind China, USA and Brazil) in annual capacity growth. However in 2015, India superseded
Spain to rank fourth in terms of installed capacity of wind, among all the countries in the
world. India‘s wind equipment manufacturing capacity is over 10,000 MW per annum at
present and all most all world-class wind turbine manufacturers are present in the country.
Further, National Institute of Wind Energy (NIWE), has estimated India‘s wind potential as
302.25 GW (at 100 m level)7. With strong political will, continued favourable policy
environment and low cost financing, wind energy can play a major role in securing a
sustainable and clean energy future for India.

1.2

History of Wind Sector Development in India

The first wind power plant of 40 kW was installed at Verawal in Gujarat in 1984. As on April
30, 2016, out of the total grid-connected renewable energy capacity of 43,086 MW, wind energy
contributes 62% with an installed capacity of 26,867 MW. The main drivers for growth of wind
energy sector in India during past few years were conducive policy framework, regulatory
initiatives, increasing prices of fossil fuel based generation, growing electricity consumption,
technological advancements, and recognition of environmental concerns. The growth of wind
power sector can be grouped into three phases of development:
Period Before FY 1994-95

 Initial Phase of Demonstration Projects
 Structured Policy Program of Erstwhile Ministry of Nonconventional Energy Sources (MNES) (Now MNRE)

Period Between FY 1994-95 to

 Period Before Enactment of Electricity Act, 2003

FY 2002-03
Period After FY 2002-03

6

 Period After Enactment of Electricity Act, 2003

Global Wind Report Annual Market Update 2014.

7http://niwe.res.in/department_wra_100m%20agl.php
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1.2.1

Period before FY 1994-95

In the year 1982, an independent Department of Non-conventional Energy Sources (DNES) was
constituted under Ministry of Energy. DNES constituted the Indian Institute for Tropical
Metrology to publish the first wind resource assessment in the country. In 1984, DNES
supported the commissioning of the first grid-connected wind turbine, of 40 kW capacity at
Verawal, Gujarat. Thereafter, DNES initiated a wind farm demonstration programme, offering
grants to five projects of 550 kW. The initiatives taken during this phase laid the foundation for
wind energy development in subsequent years. Some of the policy initiatives which
commenced in this phase are:
a) 100% Accelerated Depreciation8 on capital investment in equipment in the first year of
installation.
b) 5 years‘ Income-tax exemption on income from sale of power generated by wind energy.
c) Mandatory purchase of electricity by State Electricity Boards (SEBs).
d) Industry status to wind equipment manufacturers.
e) Establishment of Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency (IREDA) in 1987, to act as
a dedicated public sector financing arm for renewable energy projects.
1.2.2

Period between FY 1995-96 and FY 2002-03

During this period, the renewable energy sector in general and the wind power sector in
particular, registered significant growth in terms of wind capacity addition. The installed
capacity of wind increased from 115 MW at the beginning of FY 1994-95 to around 1,908 MW at
the end of FY 2002-03, out of which more than 50% (viz. around 990 MW) wind capacity
addition took place in the State of Tamil Nadu only. Most of the wind turbines installed during
this phase were of 225-500 KW capacity.
Figure 1: Wind Sector Prior to EA 2003
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8 Introduced in FY 1994-95; Subsequently Reduced to 80% in FY 2002-03; Allowed to Be Lapsed by End of FY 2011-12; and Again
Re-Introduced in FY 2014-15.
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The growth of the wind sector in this phase too was driven by policy support of central and
state governments. The various fiscal and financial policies of the central government provided
numerous benefits in the form of capital subsidy, tax holiday, buy-back rate, concessional
wheeling charges and banking charges, accelerated depreciation, etc. In the same period, the
Government of India under the aegis of the Ministry of Textiles had introduced the Technology
Up gradation Fund Scheme (TUFS). This scheme helped the struggling textile sector to
modernize its technology and equipment to meet their energy requirement and in effect
benefited the wind sector as wind mills were set up to meet the electricity needs of the textile
sector.
The state governments also encouraged wind capacity addition by providing assistance in the
form of concessional land allotment, electricity duty exemption, deferment of sales tax for the
industry and so on. The wind resource development and R&D programmes by erstwhile
Centre for Wind Energy Technology (C-WET); now known as National Institute of Wind
Energy (NIWE) laid down the foundation for growth of wind sector in subsequent years. The
growth in capacity addition in wind turbine generator (WTG) installation in India during this
phase was achieved mainly due to the market development initiatives taken up by the Ministry
of Non-Conventional Energy Sources (MNES); now Ministry of New and Renewable Energy
(MNRE), some of which measures are still continuing.
Wind Sector Development Initiatives Prior to EA 2003
Analysis, compilation and publishing of wind speed and wind energy data.
Setting up of demonstration wind power projects.
Guidelines to State Electricity Boards to formulate policies towards grid interfacing of
wind power, banking and wheeling arrangements and the purchase rate of electricity
from the wind farms.
Policy of accelerated depreciation, concessional import duty, and so on.
Encouraging development of indigenous wind turbine manufacturing facilities.
Involving multilateral and bi-lateral agencies in setting up demonstration projects.
Setting up of IREDA and enabling soft financing to wind farm projects through it.
Guidelines for promotional and fiscal incentives by state governments for power
generation from non-conventional energy sources, popularly known as ―Buy-Back
Scheme‖.
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The favourable policy framework coupled with low manpower cost, raw material availability,
and vast market potential resulted into significant growth of the wind industry. During this
phase, the wind turbine manufacturing also started in India by companies like Vestas, NEG,
and Enercon, which set up their manufacturing facility in collaboration with local
manufacturers. This era also saw the genesis of the largest domestic wind turbine
manufacturing company, Suzlon Energy Limited and many more.
1.2.3

Period after FY 2002-03 (Post Enactment of Electricity Act, 2003)

Post enactment of the Electricity Act, 2003, the installed WTG capacity has increased from 1,909
MW at the beginning of FY 2003-04 to 26,867 MW as on April 30, 2016. This phase may be
termed as golden phase in the development history of wind sector considering the increase in
year-on-year capacity additions in the wind capacity. The average annual capacity addition
during the last 11 years has been approx. 1,700 MW per annum, which exceeds the total
addition of 1,584 MW during previous phase of 8 years (from 1994-95 to 2002-03).
Figure 2: Wind Capacity Addition Post EA 2003
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During this period, the wind technology emerged as a mature technology amongst various
other types of renewable energy technologies. It now contributes to around 9% of total
generation capacity and its share amongst various renewable energy technologies constitutes
nearly 62% of the total installed capacity of renewable. During the period between 2003 till FY
2011-12, the legal clarity and certainty of regulatory principles, coupled with conducive policy
framework, ensured continued developer interest in wind sector, which resulted in significant
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growth in wind capacity across various states.
However, post FY 2011-12, the growth slide down to half of the growth in previous years,
mainly due to uncertainty over continuation of Generation Based Incentive (GBI) scheme post
FY 2012-13, withdrawal of Accelerated Benefit (AD) for wind projects, lack of demand for wind
power by utilities, and other state specific issues. The AD and GBI schemes were discontinued
at the end of 11th five year plan, i.e., FY 2011-12. As a result, the annual wind capacity addition
dipped from approx. 3.2 GW in FY 2011-12 to 1.7 GW in FY 2012-13. With the re-introduction of
GBI in FY 2013-14, effective from 01 April 2012 for the entire period of 12th Plan i.e. 2012-17,
and AD in the budget of FY 2014-15, the capacity addition of wind again rose up to 2.1 GW, 2.3
GW and 3.3 GW in FY 2013-14, FY 2014-15 and FY 2015-16 respectively.
With a massive wind potential still untapped, in order to achieve the targets of 60 GW by 2022
as laid down by the Government, and in furtherance to accomplish the Wind Vision targets of
200 GW by 2032, there is an urgent need for a renewed vision to re-ignite growth in the wind
sector.

1.3

An Initiative for 200 GW by 2032

Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation initiated a process of – ―Evolving Consensus on
Thematic Issues in Wind Sector through Stakeholder Engagement‖, and engaged Idam
Infrastructure Advisory Private Limited for execution of the same. This initiative is an effort to
establish a broad platform for evolving consensus around certain identified areas for the
development of wind energy sector in India through open discussions and deliberations
amongst various stakeholders and evolve development and policy approaches that are
acceptable to all as well as practically implementable. Following figure illustrates the approach
followed in the initiative.
Figure 3: Approach followed in the Initiative
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―Wind Vision 2032‖ aimed to provide the impetus by undertaking complete analysis of the
wind sector in India. This initiative also aimed to create a ―Discussion Forum‖ to undertake the
brain storming process to evolve solutions for all key challenges being faced by the wind sector.
The objective was to evolve consensus around such aspects among industry and other key
stakeholders through a process of dialogue supported by independent research. This initiative
‗Wind Vision 2032,‘ aimed to bring closer focus on all the key challenges related to the wind
sector and initiate the consensus building on the possible strategies. It aimed to identify the
bottlenecks and possible policy/regulatory interventions and thereafter define idealistic targets
for

the

wind

sector

by

the

end

of

15th

five

year

plan

i.e.,

till

FY 2031-32.

It was proposed to form a unique Advisory Group with around 8-10 members, comprising
heads of various wind industry associations, regulatory and policy experts and technology
experts in the sector, to provide continuous guidance during the various stages of the
assignment. The Advisory Group provided continuous guidance during the various stages of
the assignment to facilitate the achievement of the collective goal and played a pivotal role in
evolving consensus on various issues in an efficient manner. In this context, a two-pronged
structure of the ‗Discussion Forum‘ and ‗Advisory Group‘ was adopted for designing the longterm Vision besides conducting theme-specific workshops for wider stakeholder consultation.

1.4

India’s Wind Vision 2032

The Wind Vision envisages a target of 200 GW of wind capacity by the end of the year 2032.
This is discussed in details in the Main Report—Setting of 200 GW Target and Business
Opportunities. The following table provides overview of the target of 200 GW by 2032, with
intermediate cumulative targets identified for each of Five Year Plan (FYP).
Table 1: Wind Capacity Target—2032
Particulars

(Capacity in GW)
15th FYP

12th FYP

13th FYP

14th FYP

(FY 2016-17)

(FY 2021-22)

(FY 2026-27)

(FY 2031-32)

Onshore capacity

31

54

97

160

Repowering

1

4

9

20

Small wind

-

-

-

0.10

Offshore wind

-

6

12

20

32

64

118

200

Cumulative Total
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The above mentioned targets would require average annual wind capacity addition of approx.
8 GW, 10 GW and 15 GW during 13th, 14th and 15th FYP periods respectively.

1.5

Scope of this theme paper

Wind sector in India has followed a unique business model. Projects have been set up by wind
turbine manufacturers that provide single stop project development services. It is envisaged
that similar models may continue to prevail in future. With the recently announced national RE
targets of 175 GW by 2022 and Wind Vision target of 200 GW by 2032, India would need to
scale-up its annual wind capacity addition from 2-3 GW to 8-12 GW. Therefore, our approach to
developing projects needs to transform. The present theme paper, discusses various aspects
related to Wind Project Development, including existing guidelines, procedure followed in
various states, implementation issues and recommendations. At the end, this paper attempts to
propose an alternative development approach.
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2

Wind Project Development

Wind Project Development, by nature is an aggregation of several inter-disciplinary activities
such as meteorological surveys, investigation and site surveys, infrastructure assessment, legal
due-diligence for land parcels, mapping of power curve and yield assessment, exploration of
electrical systems and power evacuation arrangements along with the civil engineering
requirements. A wind power project developer is responsible for developing the wind project
from concept to commissioning. The project developer undertakes all the planning, design and
project development work in this regard and is also responsible for establishing access to
capital for investment, construction of roads and related infrastructure that can accommodate
the transport of heavy industrial equipment and components. Depending on the nature of
contract, the wind project developer sometimes has an interest in managing the project once it
is commissioned.
In India, the present wind project development model is driven by turbine manufacturers who
offer a turnkey solution i.e., identification and acquisition of land, grid connectivity, supply and
erection of turbine, facilitation of PPA, maintenance and so on. The role of an investor, in
contrast, is limited only to that of a capital provider. The Independent Power Producers (IPPs)
opine that they do not have level playing field as compared to the turbine manufacturers. In
order to expand the project development options, alternate/additional project development
model needs to be explored.
Wind power project development for commercial scale wind farms is a multifaceted, lengthy
process often requiring collaborative efforts among several entities and stakeholders. Figure 4
illustrates the various activities undertaken on year on year basis in wind project development.
Figure 4: Different Stages of the Wind Project Development Cycle

Source: Indian Wind Turbine Manufacturer Association (IWTMA)
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A typical business cycle of wind power project development is shown in Figure 5. Various
activities undertaken year on year basis are also indicated in the same Figure:
Figure 5: Year on Year Activities Undertaken in Wind Power Project Development

Year 1 and Year 2
Site identification, wind and weather data
measurements (atleast 1 year)

Year 3
Wind potential assessment, land procurement activities,
micrositing and evacuation planning and approvals

Year 4
Land acquisition, power evacuation execution,
identification of investors, supply of WTG and
erection and commissioning
At present, wind turbine manufacturers offer these services. Besides, distinct practices and
rules are applicable depending upon state specific policy regime. Even the independent power
producers (IPPs) rely upon the project development services rendered by turbine
manufacturers. It is important to understand and address challenges in every stage of project
development from scalability point of view. Hence, project development cycle can be divided
into the following six stages:

Stage 1: Site identification
Stage 2: Wind resource assessment
Stage 3: Land acquisition
Stage 4: Permissions/Clearances
Stage 5: Common infrastructure development —Power evacuation and transport
Stage 6: Site development
10 | P a g e

A pictorial representation of existing wind power project development model is shown in
Figure 6 and subsequently explained. This type of model takes approximately 4 to 5 years from
development to commissioning.

Figure 6: Stages Involved in Wind Project Development

The current approach adopted for locating and designing renewable energy (RE) based power
projects relies almost exclusively on power plant developers who independently identify and
procure land for project development. As a result of this, the current annual capacity addition
of wind is in the range of 3 to 4 GW per annum. This could be scaled up to at least 10 GW per
annum considering the fact that our wind manufacturing capacity exceeds 10 GW per annum.
A lot of developers‘ and investors‘ time and efforts are currently directed towarsd developing
sites and getting clearances, restricting their ability to focus on project implementation. At the
same time, since the current practises of decentralised development, project specific
transmission planning poses constraints for future developments. The overall deployment
therefore lacks scale and systematic planning of evacuation and transmission infrastructure. In
addition, the ―soft costs‖ incurred on account of project development activities such as
conducting investment-grade assessments, land procurement, creating necessary infrastructure,
establishing water linkages, and obtaining clearances, etc. could be of substantial amount.
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The annual wind capacity addition reached its peak at 3.3 GW in FY 2015-16. In 2012-13, due to
policy uncertainty and withdrawal of AD and GBI, the growth trend and the annual capacity
addition fell to almost half of the current levels i.e. 1.7 GW wind capacity addition per annum.
Since then, annual wind capacity addition has continued to remain subdued in the last two
years i.e., during FY 2013-14 and FY 2014-15 the wind capacity addition levels were of the range
of 2.1 GW and 2.3 GW respectively.
Figure 7: Annual Wind Capacity Addition, GW
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As on April 2016, the total wind installed capacity in the country stands at 26.86 GW, while
total potential estimated by NIWE at 100 m hub height is about 302 GW. Clearly, there is a huge
amount of untapped wind potential which is yet to be harnessed. In order to achieve the Wind
Vision Target of 200 GW by 2032, an average annual capacity addition of about 10–12 GW is
required, for which, alternate business models need to be explored
However, in order to accomplish the above target, the following areas require immediate
attention:
a) Potential bottlenecks and key implementation challenges that may come up as we add a
capacity of 10 to 12 GW per annum.
b) Potential measures that central government and state governments need to adopt to
facilitate the process.
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3

Site Identification

3.1

Introduction

The selection of an idle site for developing a wind project depends on various factors like type
of land, elevation of a site, access to grid and proximity to the road/rail network. The dynamics
of wind behaviour at the site helps in determining the size and type of turbine. Site
identification is initiated with the precision through Geographic Information System (GIS)
mapping and also involves mapping of project boundaries, turbine micro-siting and
optimization. It guides the developer to select the site which can maximize the future profits by
maximizing the capacity utilisation factor and optimising the capital costs. Hence, it is one of
the important stages in wind power project development.

The MNRE through erstwhile Centre for Wind Energy Technology[(C-WET),now National
Institute of Wind Energy, (NIWE)] has been carrying out wind resource assessment (WRA)
programme to identify the potential sites for setting up of wind power projects in the country.
In the same context, the MNRE issued guidelines for wind measurement by private sector
during June 2008 to increase private sector participation. Under this programme, sites were
registered from Gujarat, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu
during the initial years. Apart from registering new sites, C-WET (now NIWE) carries out
verification of procedure for wind monitoring stations established by the private sector
companies.

3.2

Central Guidelines

In view to the above programme and to broad-base the WRA through independent private
participation, the following guidelines9were issued to ensure uniform wind measurements and
subsequent development:
a) Minimum height of the mast for measurements should be at 50 m level. All procedures,
methodologies and equipment should be uniform for carrying out WRA. The period of
measurement should be at least one complete year.
b) The extended area would be 10 km from the mast to all directions for uniform terrain and
limited to appropriate distance in complex terrain (mountainous and hilly) with regard to
the complexity of the site.

9MNRE

Guidelines for Wind Measurement by Private Sector and Subsequent Development (June 2008).
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c) The interested developers should inform NIWE through the State Nodal Agency (SNA).
d) The data collected by the developer will be examined and certified by NIWE.
e) Based on NIWE‘s recommendations, the SNA will accord necessary clearances and No
Objection Certificate (NOC) for setting up wind farm. It is also recommended that proper
micro-siting should be carried out by private developers/investors while planning the wind
power project.
f) The site would be listed by NIWE in a separate category on the basis of wind farmable site
qualifying that the assessment is based on the data collected by private farms/developers.
g) Once NOC is issued for the site, the manufacturer/developer must establish a wind farm
within a period of three years (not more than five years in total). Thereafter, if there is no
development at the site, even after three or five years, the site would be offered to any other
developer by the concerned SNA.
h) There may be a case in which the developer is allotted government land or purchase the
private land and do not take up the project where the wind potential is established. In such
case, the state government would acquire the land and offer to other developers by inviting
bids.
i) After three or five years, when the site is declared open for others, all data of the site will be
treated as part of NIWE knowledge bank.

3.3

Comparative Analysis of State Specific Practices

As mentioned above, site selection helps the developers to identify the most promising sites,
locations for development and potential permitting requirements. Other considerations may
include market conditions, transmission access and capacity, site constructability and access,
environmental and social sensitivities. Different states follow different practices for selecting
sites for wind projects. Few of them are summarized below:
a) Gujarat: The Wind Turbine Generators (WTGs) may be set up at sites notified by Gujarat
Energy Development Agency (GEDA) and/or any other sites identified as potential site,
within the state by the Nodal Agency or by the developer.
b) Madhya Pradesh: Data of the sites where department has installed wind monitoring masts
for setting up wind power plants shall be available for applicants. If more than one
application are received for setting up project at the same site on government land then in
such case the allotment of project shall be on competition basis. The premium amount will
be the basis of competition for which bids will be invited from applicants. No applicant will
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be eligible for applying more than 100 MW project against one time advertisement on
government land. Projects will be allocated to applicants on private land in accordance with
their proposal. Applicants must ensure that wind turbine generator being installed at the
project site proposed by them is at a technically safe distance from the other nearest
previously identified/installed wind turbine generators.
c) Andhra Pradesh: The sites shall be within the areas notified for wind power development
or self identified by the project developers. In case of sites which are not notified, the
C-WET validation report shall be submitted along with the proposal. The project proposals
will be evaluated and board of New and Renewable Energy Development Corporation of
Andhra Pradesh (NREDCAP) will accord final clearance to set up the projects. In respect of
capacities higher than 20 MW, the board of NREDCAP may consider recommendation for
sanction to the government.

3.4

Key Issues and Potential Solutions

Below are the key issues and potential solution related to site identification and allotment:
a) Development of Land Bank: Inventory of surplus and unused land available with public
sector undertakings, state govt., urban local bodies/gram panchayat lands and suitable
private waste lands, unproductive single crop agricultural lands should be made available
in public domain on cost basis.
b) Blocking of Sites by Developers: Most of the good sites with maximum wind potential are
blocked in by the developers by way of approvals/data/land and so on. The time bound
development of the site should be encouraged. If the site is not developed in a stipulated
period of time, bank guarantee should be forfeited as in case of solar projects.
c) Number of Sites/MW Installed: Only about 25% to 30% projects are commissioned as
compared to the allocated wind capacity. In case of Karnataka, allocated wind capacity as
on July 2015 was about 13 GW; whereas the commissioned capacity was only 2 GW.
Karnataka Renewable Energy Development Limited (KREDL) being the facilitating agency
for implementation of RE sources took some strict steps in cancelling about 2 GW projects
which were not developed in the stipulated time. Time bound development of the project
should be enforced and delays must be penalized
d)

Preference Issue - Wind Versus Solar Projects: In case of common site identified for

developing RE project (wind/solar), the issue of preference may arise. If both technologies are
feasible, that particular site can be optimally utilised for both the technologies.
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4

Wind Resource Assessment

4.1

Introduction

Wind Resource Assessment (WRA) is one of the most important factors in developing wind
power projects. With a high quality of wind resource assessment, efficiency of wind farm can be
increased which can subsequently reduce per unit cost of wind generation. For an accurate
wind resource assessment, at least one year wind data is required to be identified for turbine
suitability and thereafter micro-siting. Wind resource assessment includes site topography data
and similar data for nearby locations as well and measurement of wind speed at/near to the
site. It is important to note that this assessment of wind potential is a high-level assessment and
does not identify investment-grade locations for siting actual wind farms. Nor are the energy
generation estimates developed in this assessment actual forecasts of energy production for
existing wind farms. For investment-grade decisions, it is necessary to make actual
measurement of wind data for at least one year, supplemented with on-the-ground verification
of relevant land features. There are different tools like sensors, camera, SODAR, multi-level
wind masts and software‘s like Windographer, Wind PRO, ReSoft and MATLAB used in wind
resource assessment.

The five major phases in wind resource assessment h are shown in Figure 8 and are explained
subsequently:
Figure 8: Different Phases in Wind Resource Assessment
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Source: Idam Infra Analysis
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4.2

Identification of Wind Rich Sites

The National Institute of Wind Energy (NIWE) from time to time releases wind power density
map of India. These wind power density maps are used for initial selection of sites. A
continuous monitoring of wind site is essential for determining the site potential and selection
of appropriate turbines.

4.3

Installation of Onsite Mast and Wind Data Monitoring System

Anemometry is used for data collection which includes: Site description, data distribution by
date, time, wind speed, wind direction, mean hourly temperature, frequency distribution and
correlation of wind speed at all measurement heights and so on.

4.4

Wind Data Analysis

In order to ascertain site for wind power plant, average wind speed need to be monitored at
least for one year to determine behavioural pattern of wind speed. Using various tools and
software, graphical reports characterizing the statistics of wind data, including wind shear
patterns, daily and seasonal patterns, wind power density and turbulence intensity can be
developed.

4.5

Micro-Siting

Micro-siting refers to the optimization of production through the correct placement of the wind
turbines in the landscape. When the topographical data of the site is known and wind data is
collected, the actual micro-siting can begin. Where one major wind direction prevails, it is
normally optimal to place the turbines on rows perpendicular to the prevailing wind direction.
In other situations, it might be more efficient to place the turbines according to some
topographical aspects. Parameters like roughness of terrain, proximity to trees, houses and
other obstacles are also taken into consideration.

4.6

Load Analysis

This parameter provides more detail about a site‘s turbulence and can be a good predictor of
wind turbine loads. Historically this parameter has been a research measurement, but as wind
energy development spreads into new regions of the country, regional information on vertical
wind velocity may become important.
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4.7

Central Guidelines/Salient Features/Existing Practices

MNRE has launched a WRA Programme through the NIWE in association with State Nodal
Agency (SNA). The scheme objectives are as follows:
a) To carry out wind resource assessment in the uncovered/new areas by installing up to 500
stations with 100 m tall met-towers across the country.
b) To collect site specific wind data for a period of approximately 24-36 months.
c) To analyze the collected wind data and estimate the wind power potential at 100 m level.
d) To prepare a wind resource map showing the wind power potential and generate micro
level wind atlas at 100 m height.
e) To enable rapid exploitation of the wind power potential by developing wind power
projects.
f) Under this scheme, 40% of the total project cost was provided from National Clean
Environment Fund (NCEF) as reimbursement through C –WET (now NIWE) and balance
60% of the total project cost shall be borne together by the concerned SNA of state
government and private developer(s) undertaking the wind resource assessment:
i. C-WET (now NIWE) will release funds in two instalments to SNA‘s and private
developers in accordance with their share.
ii. After installation and commissioning of wind monitoring station, C-WET (now NIWE)
shall reimburse 50% of the NCEF grant share of 40%, upon confirmation to that effect
provided by concerned SNA.
iii. After completion of minimum one year continuous data collection and completion of
project in all aspects including completion of verification by C-WET (now NIWE), the
balance 50% of the NCEF contribution will be released to C-WET (now NIWE) for further
release to the SNA and private developer in accordance with their contribution.

4.8

Comparative Analysis of State Specific Practices

WRA process is taken by different states in a different way. The procedure followed by various
states is summarized below:
a)

Rajasthan: For carrying out wind resources assessment studies, developer shall select the
location for establishment of wind monitoring station and shall register the application with
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Rajasthan Renewable Energy Corporation Limited (RRECL) in a prescribed format. The
government land up to 150mx150m required for setting up of wind monitoring station will
be allotted on temporary basis to the developer for a maximum period of 3 years at District
Level Committee (DLC) rate. The allotment for such land shall be done at the level of
concerned District Collector on the recommendation of RRECL. After completion of wind
assessment studies, the wind monitoring station will be dismantled at the cost of developer
and land shall be returned back to the state government free from all encumbrances. NOC
will not be required from Gram Panchayat for allotment of SiwaiChak land for
establishment of wind monitoring station.
b)

Andhra Pradesh: Permission for carrying out WRA and subsequent development at selfidentified locations by the private entities will be given by the Nodal Agency on a first come
first serve basis. The applicants need to clearly demarcate the project boundaries in a toposheet (scale 1:50,000) where it is proposed to conduct the WRA study. All applications
received will be scrutinized to ensure that the site identified has not been allotted to any
other entity for WRA study as on the application date or is not within 5km radius from
NIWE/NREDCAP proven or on-going wind masts as on the application date. Such WRA
studies shall be completed within 24 months from date of signing of Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with NREDCAP. After completion of wind monitoring exercise, the
applicant will be provided an exclusive period of 180 days from the expiry date of MOU to
get the data authenticated by NIWE and make an application for capacity allotment. If the
project is not applied for capacity allotment, the permission granted for private WRA study
shall be cancelled. The applicant is also required to provide an undertaking to NREDCAP,
with a copy to NIWE, indicating that NIWE can share the data to NREDCAP for
subsequent/additional capacity allotments in the proposed (or balance) area.

c)

Madhya Pradesh: New and Renewable Energy Department (NRED) of MP shall invite
proposals for project allotment from time to time, normally twice in a year. Applicant may
apply to set up the project on government land or private land. Data of the sites where
department has installed wind monitoring masts for setting up wind power plants shall be
available for applicants. If more than one application is received for setting up project at the
same site on government land, then in such case the allotment of project shall be on
competition basis. The premium amount shall be the basis of competition for which bids
shall be invited from applicants. No applicant shall be eligible for applying more than 100
MW of project against one time advertisement on government land. Project shall be
allocated to applicants on private land in accordance to their proposal. Applicants will
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ensure that wind turbine generator being installed at the project site proposed by them
should

be

at

a

technically

safe

distance

from

the

other

nearest

previously

identified/installed wind turbine generators.

4.9

Key Issues and Potential Solutions

Key issues and potential solutions related to wind resource assessment are as follows:
a) Lack of Reliable Long Term Wind Data: Long term wind data is essential for the
assessment of any wind project. In addition, development of a meso-scale wind atlas based
on satellite data, weather model reanalysis and existing meteorology models is also essential.
Continuously updating wind resource maps and database (every two years) for the country
would facilitate in planning new capacity addition. It will give the developer a confidence
level in terms of wind data for his project and long term wind power output forecast model.
b) Identification of Wind Rich Sites: SNAs in consultation with the private entities may
facilitate WRA at few pre-identified sites on cost sharing mechanism. Sharing of wind
resource data and idle sites (with SNA) for putting a wind project should be encouraged.
c) Government does little or No Predevelopment Work for Potential Wind Sites: Govt. may
facilitate some predevelopment work on the promising sites with good wind resource, grid
access and good accessibility necessary for developing a wind project. This will help the
developers in choosing their project locations.
d) Enhancement of WRA Standards: WRA being one of the essential stages in wind project
development process; enhancement and improvement in the WRA technical standard,
measurement procedures and numerical computation should be adopted across all states.
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5
5.1

Land Procurement
Introduction

After site selection, a formal agreement should be finalized with landowners to allow
investigations into the viability of developing a wind farm on the landowners‘ land. The
developer must gain legal control over the proposed project site. This usually means acquisition
of ownership interests in land, whether by purchasing the land or leasing it.

Land ownership has become one of the most critical factors especially in a democratic federal
structure like India with different states having different policies for land purchase/allotment.
Based on ownership structures, land may be categorised under - private land, revenue land,
and forest land. Based on ownership structures, land may be categorised as:
a)

Private land

b)

Revenue land

c)

Forest land

In case of private land, conversion of land use status from agricultural to non- agricultural land
is a prerequisite for establishing the project. Fragmented ownership of private land is also a big
challenge in acquisition and conversion. Developer may also face problems from a few land
owners, disputing acquisition, or not consenting to part with their rights on the land, which
may result in delay of project development and at times may jeopardise the entire project
development. Forest land can be acquired only on lease basis and subject to additional
clearances from the forest department, under Ministry of Environment and Forest (MoEF),
which takes enormous time and effort.

A wind farm consists of turbines, each occupying a small footprint of land, connected by access
and distribution corridors, all of which connect to an electrical substation and then to
transmission system. The footprint of an individual wind turbine is small but the associated
infrastructure development activities like road construction, establishment of power
substations and laying of power cables cause an effectively greater level of habitat destruction
and modification.

5.2

Central Guidelines
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In India, development of land can be undertaken as per provisions of the applicable land
acquisition law. The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act (RFCTLARR Act), 2013, commonly known as Land
Acquisition Act, 2013, has been enacted with an objective to ensure a humane, participative,
informed and transparent process for land acquisition. This Act includes provisions for
development of essential infrastructural facilities with the least disturbance to the owners of the
land and provides fair compensation to the affected families whose land has been acquired.
This Act also makes adequate provisions for such affected persons for their rehabilitation and
resettlement. Moreover, it ensures that minimum displacement occurs in large scale projects
and of all the project options, the one with least displacement is selected and adequate
resettlement package is decided to compensate the displaced communities.

According to the recent Draft Wind Policy, 2015, state government agencies may work towards
streamlining the procedure for faster allocation of land for wind power projects. Following
guidelines may be adopted by state governments to achieve the specified objective:
a) State governments may work on a uniform policy for allocation of revenue land for wind
power projects.
b) Automatic conversion to Non-Alienation (NA) land may be considered for wind power
projects.
c) Simple and faster Right of Way (RoW) procedure for transmission lines.
d) Simplification of procedures to fast track the lease of forest lands in consultation with
MoEF.
e) Acceptance of non-contiguous land for compensatory afforestation may be considered.
f) Development of wind parks to facilitate wind power development through allotment of
land on easier terms in the wind potential areas.

5.3

Comparative Analysis of State Specific Practices

Different procedures are followed in different states for approval of wind mast installation. To
streamline land acquisition and attract investment, Rajasthan provides a discount of 10% as
compared to the market rates for land lease and purchase for wind farms. Similarly, Gujarat, in
its Wind Power Policy 2013, designates swaths of open land for wind power development.
Adverse land acquisition policies can also deter investment, as seen in West Bengal, where
policy design and implementation has resulted in unfavourable land rates for developers.
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Government of Madhya Pradesh has introduced a policy for wind energy in 2012, which is
attractive for wind power developers.
a)

Rajasthan: The allotment of land to the wind power developers will be done as per the
provisions of Rajasthan Land Revenue (allotment of land for setting up of power plant
based on renewable energy sources) Rules, 2007 as amended from time to time. The
government land required for wind power projects will be allotted to the wind power
developers at concessional rate of 10% of the DLC rate. Rajasthan Renewable Energy
Corporation Limited (RRECL) will recommend the case of land allotment to concern
District Collector only on submission of cash security deposit of Rs. 1 lakh/MW through
demand draft in favour of RRECL, Jaipur. The security deposit will be refunded on
successful completion of the project.

b) Madhya Pradesh: If government land is available for implementation of the project then in
such case the permission to use the land shall be provided for establishing aero-generator
on the basis of footprints, approach road up to the aero-generator, transmission lines, and
sub-station installation and for other affiliated uses on the basis of actual use of land for the
project. Measurement of the land required will be based on the footprint, determined by the
government taking into consideration the technology of WTG established. Permission for
land use on government revenue land will be provided by New and Renewable Energy
Department. If the developer wants to transfer the land provided to him to any third-party
then the permission for land use can be transferred by the New and Renewable Energy
Department on the same conditions of the revenue department.
c) Gujarat: The WTGs may be set up on private land, or revenue wasteland allotted by the
state government/Gujarat Energy Development Agency (GEDA) land, if available. The
allotment of GEDA land on lease shall be done upon approval of the Coordination
Committee consisting of the members from GEDA, Gujarat Urja Vikas Nigam Limited
(GUVNL), and EPD and so on. Issues other than the allotment of GEDA land including
interpretation of any of the provisions of this policy will also be decided by the committee
members.

5.4

Key Issues and Potential Solutions

Wind farms are land intensive and the land requirement theoretically depends on the wind
speed in the region, hub height and the technology in use. The land requirement for developing
200 GW, which is approximately 7.5 times the current installed capacity of 27 GW, can be about
40,000 sq. kms (based on a norm of 5 MW/sq. km), about 1.2% of the total land mass of India.
Out of this land requirement, approximately only 3% will be required for the actual footprints
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of the wind farms, primarily due to roads and towers and rest of the land can be used for other
purposes. Hence, the actual land requirement for developing 200 GW of wind power will be
1,200 sq. kms, about 0.04% of the total land mass of India or almost the size of Delhi.

According to the American Wind Energy Association, wind projects on ridgelines may require
at least 2 acres/MW (Department of Energy Resources, 2009). Another estimate by World
Energy Council, indicates that an average of 12 hectares land for each MW required at sites
having a wind power density in excess of 250 W/m2 (at 50 m hub height) (World Energy
Council, 2007).

With the growing requirement of land for RE sector and land being a scarce resource in India,
land acquisition linked issues must be addressed. There is a possibility that the resource
demand by wind projects may rake up several socio-economic conflicts in near future. Multiple
infrastructure projects will compete with other sectors for land. Therefore, this will either
impede the growth of RE development in the country or create direct conflict between the
projects and the communities residing in the vicinity of such projects.
The issues and potential solution related to land procurement are summarized below:
a) Revenue Land Conversion Issues: SNA in each state needs to be identified as a single point
coordinator to facilitate all land clearance and leasing/acquisition of land related processes.
This will reduce the overall time in conversion and acquisition issues.
b) Resistance to Project by Local Population: Due to lack of information or participation,
there may be resistance by the local population to the proposed project. The potential
solution to address such issues could be to provide appropriate compensation for the land
or employment opportunities to the displaced population. One of the solutions may be to
provide share in the revenue from the wind project. Central government may propose
guidelines to states and share best practices through which this issue can be avoided.
c) Developers Who Have Acquired the Sites but Not Yet Developed the Project: In most
projects, it has been seen that developers are allotted the sites but they do not develop the
projects. Time bound development of the site should be enforced across all states.
Karnataka is an example where KREDL has cancelled the projects which were not
developed in a particular period of time. Cancellation of the permissions/projects or bank
guarantee forfeiting (as in case of solar) should be done in case the project is not developed
in a stipulated period of time.
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6
6.1

Clearances and Permissions
Introduction

Wind projects require various permissions and clearances from different agencies. Permitting
entities at the central, state and local levels may have jurisdiction over a wind project. While
developing a project, it is important to determine the legal aspects of building a wind farm on a
certain site and pay attention to whether there are restrictions on factors such as height, noise
levels or minimum distances to buildings.
All statutory clearances, as may be required and applicable, need to be obtained by the wind
developer/generator on their own. The wind developer/generator will be solely responsible
for all the consequences, if any dispute that may arise in future regarding these clearances. Few
important clearances/permissions required for developing a wind project are shown in Figure
9:
Figure 9: Major Clearances/Permissions Required in a Wind Project

Source: Idam Infra
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6.2

Existing Practices

Some of the key clearances/permissions that entail significant process and time requirement
are highlighted below:
6.2.1

Consent to Establish and Operate

Pollution control being a state subject in India, State Pollution Control Boards (SPCBs) of the
particular state is the competent authority to grant ―Consent to Establish (CTE)‖and ―Consent
to Operate (CTO)‖ to the industries.
 CTE: CTE is issued to projects after evaluating the potential environmental impacts and the
design of pollution control installations and upon verification of compliance with these
conditions.
 CTO: CTO is issued with emission and effluent limits based on industrial sector-specific
standards.
Some states (e.g. Gujarat) consolidated consent for air and water pollution and hazardous waste
based on Common Consent Applications (CCA). Others states like Chhattisgarh, issue water
and air consents as well as waste management authorizations separately.

6.2.2

Forest Clearance

The Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980, was enacted to check deforestation by restricting
conversion of forested areas to non-forested areas. However, projects of national importance
like wind and solar farms can be granted forest land on lease from forest department through a
detailed process prescribed by MoEF, Government of India.

6.2.3

Environmental Impacts of Wind Farm

Wind power projects are kept out of the purview of stringent scrutiny of MoEF. This has been
done considering the fact that, such projects have negligible negative impact on surrounding
environment. Wind power projects are not listed in Schedule I of the Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) 2006 Notification, which list projects or activities requiring prior
environmental clearance. Therefore, wind projects are considered to be exempt from
conducting Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) studies as well as obtaining
Environmental Clearance.
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6.2.4

Socio-Economic Impacts of Wind Farm

Social Impact Assessment (SIA) includes the process of analyzing, monitoring and managing
the intended and unintended social consequences, both positive and negative, of planned
interventions (policies, programs, plans, projects) and any social change processes invoked by
those interventions. Its primary objective is to bring about a more sustainable and equitable
biophysical and human environment. SIA is often carried out as part of, or in addition to, EIA,
but it has not yet been as widely adopted as EIA in formal planning systems, often playing a
minor role in combined environmental and social assessments.
The SIA is analysed taking into account the effects of the wind power project implementation
on the population around the site region under various aspects such as:
a) Displacement of habitat due to project implementation and proximity to populated area.
b) Adequate direct and indirect employment opportunities to rural local population.
c) Improved power availability situation for the local population.
d) Workers‘ health and safety issues.
e) Local population deprived of use of their domestic fuel (biomass).
6.2.5

Impact of Wind Farm on Local Bio-Diversity

The wind farm can affect the local bio-diversity in following ways:
a) During the construction phase, vegetation is cleared.
b) Obstruction to movement of birds and bats.
c)

Waste disposal and human activity.

d) Noise from wind farm.

Thorough analysis of these points needs to be done before developing wind project at any
identified site.

6.3
a)

Comparative Analysis of State Specific Practices
Madhya Pradesh: Madhya Pradesh New and Renewable Energy Department invites
proposals for project allotment from time to time, normally twice a year. Applicant may
apply to set up the project on government land or private land. From the date of
execution of wind power development agreement (WPDA), the developer shall seek and
obtain necessary approvals including approvals required under the applicable act from
the concerned local bodies and detailed project report and financial closure of the project
shall be done within a period of maximum 18 months.
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b)

Rajasthan: RRECL acts as a nodal agency for single window clearance arranging statutory
clearances/approvals. The State Level Screening Committee (SLSC) is constituted for in
principle clearance of the projects consisting representatives from energy division,
Government of Rajasthan, RRECL, RajyaVidyut Prasaran Nigam (RVPN), distribution
companies and so on.

c)

Karnataka: Various statutory clearances that are essential for the development and
commissioning of the RE projects are dealt by the KREDL with the concerned
departments and agencies. The developers need to apply to the different departments and
furnish a copy of the same to KREDL. KREDL pursue with the departments and
coordinate

for

speedy

approvals

and

clearances

within

90

days

for

all

departments/agencies and 120 days in case of forest clearance. The issues pending for
longer periods are placed before the quarterly review meetings held at the level of the
Chief Secretary, Government of Karnataka. Regarding the lands developed by KREDL all
statutory clearances from different departments beforehand are taken by KREDL and
offer such lands for RE project development.
d)

Andhra Pradesh: As per the AP Wind Policy 2015, all approvals/clearances will be
disposed within 30 days from the date of registration through single window clearance
mechanism. Moreover, wind projects are exempted from obtaining clearances.

6.4

Key Issues and Potential Solutions

The two important issues and potential solutions related to clearances/permissions are listed
below:
a) Time Consuming Process: Due to the multiple agencies involved (at central and state level)
in granting clearances and permissions required for developing a wind project, it becomes a
time consuming process. Single window clearances or maximum clearances under one roof
such as SNAs being a coordinator for all revenue land related clearances will make this time
consuming process much simpler for the developer. Significant automation is also required
for faster clearances.
b) Delay in Getting NOCs: Facilitation in offering pre-developed sites can also be adopted to
develop programmatic approach in order to achieve 200 GW by 2032.
Further, in the view of target capacity of 175 GW by 2022, there is a need to formulate national
policy for speedy clearances of RE projects from Central Ministries, e.g. MoEF, wherever
required.
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7

Infrastructure Development

The infrastructure for wind power project development includes power evacuation
arrangement and transport infrastructure, which are discussed below:

7.1

Introduction

Wind power evacuation comprises of five crucial aspects, namely, wind farm planning and
internal evacuation, building pooling substation, defining interconnection point, transmission
line and interface with grid substation. In most of the states, the entire evacuation infrastructure
has to be developed by the developer at his own cost.

The regulatory provisions for grid connectivity as specified through its CERC (Terms and
Condition for determination of Tariff from Renewable Energy Sources) Regulations 2012, define
the interconnection point (in case of wind generating station or solar photovoltaic (PV) power
plant) as the grid substation of the transmission utility or the distribution utility. The definition
of interconnection point is relevant as it defines the battery limit of separation between
generator and transmission grid and demarcates the roles and responsibilities between the
parties. The interconnection agreement between the parties is executed with reference to the
interconnection point.

One of the major barriers encountered by wind generators and developers is the non-uniform
approach and diverse set of practices followed by utilities across states for interconnection of
wind power projects to the grid. Numerous differences exist with regard to interconnections,
such as the definition of an interconnection point, applicable charges for interconnection,
permissions and clearances and the contractual framework for an interconnection agreement. In
addition, practices vary depending upon the type of renewable energy project (e.g., wind or
solar) and this often results in significant delays in implementation. There is an urgent need to
devise a standard methodology that will be followed across states and the protocols that
institute uniformity in interconnection processes.
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Figure 10: Schematic Diagram showing Interconnection & Metering Arrangements
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For example, in Karnataka, it is the responsibility of the wind power project developers to
construct evacuation infrastructure till the grid substation, whereas, in the states of
Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu, the development of evacuation infrastructure beyond the
pooling sub-station is the responsibility of the state transmission entity. Similarly, the voltage
level at which inter-connection and metering is done also varies from one state to another.

7.2

Central Guidelines/Salient Features/Existing Practices

Central Electricity Authority (CEA) has notified its technical standard namely, the CEA
(Technical Standards for Construction of Electrical Plants and Electric Lines) Regulations, 2007
and amendments in 2010, which outlines the conditions for design of substation capacity and
transmission lines. Relevant extracts of the same are shown in Table 2:
S.No.

Table 2: Substation and Transmission Line Design Standards
Voltage (kV)
Line Loading
S/S Capacity as per CEA Technical
Capacity (MW)

Standards
(Mega Volt Ampere, MVA)

1

400

450

1,500 MVA

2

220

250

500 MVA

3

132

90

150 MVA

4

66

27

75 MVA
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In addition, CEA has published Manual for Transmission Planning Criteria, 2013, which
outlines special dispensation and additional criteria for wind and solar power projects, which
are as follows:
a) The capacity factor for the purpose of maximum injection to plan the evacuation system, both for
immediate connectivity with the ISTS/Intra-STS and for onward transmission requirement, may be
taken as under:
Table 3: Capacity Factor Details
Voltage Level/
Aggregation Level

Capacity Factor (%)

132 kV/
Individual
Wind/Solar
Farm

220
kV

400
kV

State (as a Whole)

80%

75%

70%

60%

The above capacity factors can be considered while planning and developing the evacuation
infrastructure. For example, 132 kV s/s and capacity factor of 80%, means aggregate capacity
installed can beof a much higher size behind this pooling station. For a 100 MVA installed
capacity, it can go up to 120 MVA of equivalent capacity of wind and solar.
b) The “N-1” criteria may not be applied to the immediate connectivity of wind/solar farms with the
ISTS/Intra-STS grid i.e., the line connecting the farm to the grid and the step-up transformers at the
grid station.
c) As the generation of energy at a wind farm is possible only with the prevalence of wind, the thermal
line loading limit of the lines connecting the wind machine(s)/farm to the nearest grid point may be
assessed considering 12 km/hour wind speed.
The above points highlight that the planning criteria have recognized specific relaxation for
transmission planning requirements for wind/solar but, however, subsequent state level
transmission planning authorities (STUs), need to adopt these parameters in order to approve
the new/existing projects of such types. This will assist them in avoiding setting up additional
transmission infrastructure.
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7.3

Transport Infrastructure and Site Development

Prior to the setting up of wind farms, site development activities are undertaken, which are
purely dependent on terrain conditions and soil strata. While certain sites need minimum road
work due to their flat and hard terrain, the extent of work required for constructing a road on a
hilly terrain is huge. Here, aspects like gradient, width and turning radius of a road should be
considered to support smooth flow of material. Proper drainage facilities are then constructed
and maintained, to ensure natural flow of water without affecting the ecology. The roads are
maintained throughout the lifetime of the project. This ensures that each and every machine is
easily accessible, for the benefit of maintenance activities.

Rotor diameter of a typical 2 MW turbine is approximately 110 meter, whereas its blade length
is 54 meters weighing around 70 tonnes per unit for transportation. Hub height of the tower can
be in the range of 95 meters to 125 meters10.Local roads need to be sufficiently wide and in
good condition to allow the delivery of such oversize consignments of turbine components and
construction equipment. Subsequently, access to the site must be assessed to determine the
suitability of existing public and private roads and improvements required to serve the
developments should be addressed in the beginning of the project.

The suitability of the existing transport infrastructure for the type of vehicles that need to access
the site is really important. Aspects affecting suitability include overall width of roads, radius
and clearance at bends in the road and the nature of existing traffic use. The structural capacity
of existing roads and structures to handle the heavy vehicles for the delivery of turbine and
transformer components needs to be known in advance. Disturbance to the local community as
a result of increased vehicle movements need to be addressed too.

7.4

Comparative Analysis of State Specific Practices

Power evacuation infrastructure has to be developed either by the grid utility or by the
developer and is considered as one of the major factors for developer in his decision of selecting
a state for wind power project development. Various states have different policies for the
evacuation infrastructure development which are explained below:
a)

Gujarat: The evacuation facility from the wind farm substation to Gujarat Energy
Transmission Corporation Limited (GETCO) substation within the range of 100 kms shall

10Standard

Specification of the Vestas V90-1.8/2.0 MW® IEC IIA/IIIA Turbines.
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be erected by developer at their own cost and beyond this limit, GETCO shall erect the
evacuation facilities. The voltage level for evacuation of wind power in the grid shall be at
66 kV and above. The WTGs should be integrated by installing Remote Terminal Unit
(RTUs) by wind farm developers so that the injection can be monitored at the connectivity
substation by the State Load Dispatch Center (SLDC) on real time basis and in accordance
with the Gujarat Electricity Regulatory Commission ((GERC) orders from time to time.
b)

Maharashtra: The grid connectivity proposal of wind project developers for their
proposed wind power projects, intended to be commissioned in the area of supply of
Maharashtra State Electricity Distribution Company Limited (MSEDCL), will be
sanctioned by MSEDCL, if the wind project capacity is up-to 10 MW and if the wind
project developer intends to evacuate power at MSEDCL 33 KV substation. The grid
connectivity proposals of wind project developers for their proposed wind power
projects, intended to be commissioned in the area of supply of MSEDCL, will be
sanctioned by MSETCL, if the wind project capacity is more than 10 MW. MSETCL will be
requested to devise the procedure accordingly.

c)

Madhya Pradesh: Interfacing arrangements, including the transformer panels, protection,
metering, from the point of generation to the nearest substation or an interconnection
point or nearest transmission/distribution line shall be the responsibility of developer,
subject to fulfilment of technical and safety parameters in accordance with the Madhya
Pradesh State Grid Code, Madhya Pradesh Electricity Supply Code, 2004, M.P. Electricity
Regulatory Commission and Central Electricity Regulatory Commission regulations as
amended from time to time. This work may be executed by the Madhya Pradesh Power
Transmission Company Limited (MPPTCL) and/r the other related distribution company
of MP state or according to their terms and conditions, the cost of which shall have to be
borne by the developer.

7.5

Key Issues and Potential Solutions

The key issues and potential solutions related infrastructure (power evacuation and
transportation) are listed below:

a) Inadequate grid capacity to Transmit Power: Lack of adequate transmission infrastructure
is identified as the biggest bottleneck for wind energy development in India. STU should
make wind capacity addition as an integral part of their future plan.
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b) Lack of Infrastructure: Developers have to construct their own transmission/distribution
lines from point of generation to the consumption point at their own cost. Transmission
utility should plan substations close to the proposed wind farms.
c) Constraint in Transportation: There are constraints in transporting and installing large size
wind turbines to wind farms located in the difficult terrains (hilly areas). In addition to this,
developers have to carry out repairs/strengthening/reinforcement works of structurally
weak roads on way to project site. SNA (State Nodal Agency) in coordination with Public
Works Department (PWD) should arrange to strengthen connecting roads for any wind
farm above 100 MW could be a potential solution to address such issues.
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8
8.1

Potential Solution for Wind Project Developers
Proposed Model for Project Development

To scale up capacity addition in the wind sector and reach the proposed wind capacity targets,
there is a need for improved public-private partnership in the wind sector.
The proposed business phase will segregate activities like project siting and wind resource
assessment from rest of the project development activities. This will act as a level playing field
for all including turbine manufacturers, IPPs, SNAs, government entities, independent entities
and so on.
Figure 11: Proposed Wind Project Development Cycle

Source: Idam Infra Analysis

A detailed wind resource investigation and assessment roadmap should be developed and
implemented. Efforts should also include establishing a national database of wind energy
resources and a database of potential wind farm project sites. Mechanisms for providing access
to information on wind energy resources should be developed to support wind farm
preparation activities. Principal activities should include11:
a) A large, specialized wind resource observation network should be established in wind
resource rich areas and some special zones, based upon available wind resource surveys.
The wind resource data should be used to work out simulation and medium- and micro11―Technology

Roadmap‖—A Report Published by International Energy Agency and Energy Research

Institute.
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scale distribution maps and detailed wind resource assessment. A national-level wind
resource database should be developed.
b) Based on a comprehensive consideration of regional wind resources, grid infrastructure,
climate conditions and geological land forms, wind farm resource measurement and
assessment activities should be completed and a national wind farm potential project
sites/cluster database should be established. The information should be utilized for
government development planning, macro site selection and project development.
c) The government should release updated wind resource information to the public every
three to five years so that information on wind farm development and investment costs are
transparent to all investors. A competitive market mechanism should be established to
attract capital investment for wind power development.

The state governments should identify GW scale wind farms/parks; obtain all clearances
including land, evacuation clearances, resource assessment and so on, similar to existing Ultra
Mega Power Project (UMPP) development for thermal projects or solar parks. Such ultra mega
wind projects can then be developed by PSUs such as NTPC Ltd, Bharat Heavy Electricals
Limited, Engineers India Limited, and Power Grid Corporation of India Limited.
State governments can invite bids from private players for WRA activity. A designated SNA
can facilitate such process. A step by step description of the proposed project development
model is given below:
Step 1: SNA to invite public/private sector for WRA study for potential wind rich sites.
Step 2: Selection of Wind Project Preparatory Agency (WPPA) based on predetermined criteria.
Step 3: Agency can be the project developers, turbine manufacturers or any other independent
entity.
Step 4: Permission for carrying out WRA by SNAs on first come first serve basis. The total
capacity should be capped at 100 MW/entity.
Step 5: Agency to access wind site and prepare a Detailed Project Report (DPR) in a time frame
of 1 to 1.5 years.
Step 6: SNA to ensure that no other site to be allotted to any other agency for WRA study
within 5 kms of radius of the assigned site.
Step 7: SNA to be responsible for assessing the quality of DPR prepared.
Step 8: SNA to define a ―PROJECT‖ covering parameters like permissions and clearances,
interconnections, grid integration and so on.
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Step 9: Development rights need not rest with the contractors.
Step 10: In case agency chooses to act as the project developer, they may proceed to develop the
project. In case they do not, they may transfer the project development rights of that site to the
developers. Agency can earn revenue through sale of the recorded data or any derived product
to the developer.
Step 11: Developers to develop the project in a period of two years. Failure to which the project
allotment stands automatically cancelled.
Step 12: SNAs to allot wind site to any other developer on a predefined criteria.

8.2

Benefits of the Proposed Wind Development Model

The key benefits of the proposed model are as follows:
a) Segregating WRA from rest of the phases of wind project development allows creating level
playing field for all manufacturers, IPPs, PSUs and WPPA and they all will be at par.
b) Multiple project development initiatives in parallel will increase project pipeline and share
business risks and reduce timelines.
c) Time bound project development of the project.
d) SNA to be responsible for quality of DPR prepared by WPPA including potential assessment
of the site.
e) WRA already done, thereby, making identification of wind rich sites much easier.

8.3

Action Plan

The above proposed model needs to be supplemented by the following enactments:
a) Creation of National Level Organization: Formation of an organization for implementing
and facilitating wind sector, which can be under administrative control of the Ministry of
New and Renewable Energy, Government of India. Mandate of this organization allows
wide range activities to be undertaken with an overall view to facilitate implementation of
wind projects and aims to achieve the target of 200 GW by 2032. This may also include the
objective of developing wind technologies and ensuring inclusive wind power
development throughout India.
b) SNA as a Single Point Coordinator for All Land Related Matters: SNAs in each state need
to be identified as a single point coordinator to facilitate all land clearance and
leasing/acquisition of land related processes. This will reduce the overall time in
conversion and acquisition issues.
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c) Development of Wind Land Bank: An online repository is required to be developed for the
available wind rich land in different states across India with all necessary information
required to develop a wind project. It may include all relevant information on land use,
infrastructure available, location, market access, wind resource assessment and so on. It
facilitates the developers to plan their projects.
d) Adequate Planning for Transmission Infrastructure (Including Inter-State Transmission):
Lack of adequate transmission infrastructure has been identified as the biggest bottleneck
for further wind energy development in India. Thus, the government need to expedite the
development of a well planned transmission infrastructure for wind projects. One of the
alternatives may be to consider wind energy capacity addition as an integral part of the
state transmission utility planning process. The government should immediately work
towards speedier implementation including outlining roles of different agencies and
defining standard terms for interconnection and metering. Focus should also be put on the
inter-state transmission system planning to enable easy exchange of wind power between
resource rich and resource poor states.
e) Development of Wind Parks/UMPPs: The development of mega wind projects should be
on similar lines of large scale solar parks/case-2 bidding of UMPP. Government should
take up GW scale wind park development till clearance stage for multiple developers with
well defined selection criteria. A step by step approach discussing the same is shown in
Figure 12:
Figure 12: Large Scale Planned Development
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8.4

Way Forward and Suggestions

Competitive bidding can be adopted as one of the alternatives for selecting the project
developer. In line with the objectives of the Electricity Act of 2003, the Government of India can
initiate gradual transition to a competitive bidding framework for wind power procurement.
Based on the knowledge available on existing areas with high wind potential, 2 to 4 GW of
wind generation capacity can be developed in each competitive bidding round once the
following prerequisites are addressed:

a) Availability of investment-grade wind resource assessments.
b) Pre-identified land zones for development of projects—these can be termed as ―Wind
Investment Zones (WIZ).‖
c) Formation of a Nodal Agency like Power Finance Corporation of India (PFC) in case of
UMPPs or a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) formed with partnership of PSUs like
Renewable

Energy

Corporation

of

India

(RECI) and

Indian

Renewable

Energy

Development Agency (IREDA) and so on to conduct the entire bidding process.
d) Transmission layout planning for evacuation, with proposed interconnections in the interstate transmission system to ensure off-take of power among resource-rich and resourcedeficit states.
e) Clearances and approvals for pre-identified zones (WIZ).
f) Necessary conditions in Power Purchase Agreement (PPAs) with procuring entities such as
payment guarantee —Incentives could be linked to pre-identified clauses.
A Nodal agency or a SPV as described above can execute the bidding process to allocate a
predefined capacity (2 to 4 GW) of wind power. To avoid monopoly in bidding based project
development, a single developer can be restricted to bid for a certain maximum capacity (say
0.5-1 GW) per bidding round. Investment grade resource assessment will be made available to
all participating players. Clearances/Approvals of the WIZ along with necessary evacuation
arrangement will be the responsibility of Nodal agency/SPV and notification for acquisition of
land will be issued before publication of Request for Proposal (RFP). The bidder, who has
quoted lowest levelized tariff as per evaluation procedure, shall be considered for awarding the
project. In case the maximum cap of 0.5-1 GW is reached by a single developer, next lowest
bidder will be awarded the remaining capacity. The Evaluation Committee shall have the right
to reject all price bids if the rates quoted are not aligned to the prevailing market prices. Also,
the Nodal agency SPV will have rights to cancel the allocated capacities if the project execution
is not in line with predefined time limits/deadlines.
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Table 4 describes the basic responsibilities of stakeholders involved and the possible options to
make optimal business models for achieving the capacity deployment targets:
Table 4: Responsibilities of the Stakeholders
Resource
Assessment

Project
Allocation

Land Acquisition

Power
Procurement

Tariff

Incentive

Investment
grade resource
assessment by
NIWE/research
agencies/private
sector WRA
specialized
agencies

Nodal
agency/
SPV (single
source)

Revenue/Private/
Forest landacquisition and
clearances will be
the responsibility
of project
allocation agency

State utilities
with power/
RPO deficit

Competitive
bidding
based
levelized
tariff

AD/GBI
for the
next 3
years

Benefits of this competitive based bidding model are:
a) Developing competitive bidding based mega wind projects might address issues like grid
connectivity and dispatch and provide the impetus required for increasing India‘s domestic
manufacturing capability, if designed with appropriate supportive policies.
b) Risks to both, the government and developer can be mitigated with careful design of the
bidding process and addressing the prerequisites of transparent availability of investmentgrade resource information and zones that are identified as ready for development.
c) While Case 1 bidding can be started immediately considering more developers have land
banks with them, Case 2 bidding can be conducted gradually once the above pre-requisites
are fulfilled. The latter will put all players on a level playing field and benefit the growth of
the sector in the long term.
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9

Conclusion

The need for defining an effective and comprehensive wind power project development model
for India is imperative. Availability and access to reliable and adequate information may help
project developers and investors to take appropriate decisions. Due to non-availability of such
information, many wind power projects are languishing, not because of financial, technical,
commercial, managerial or regulatory aspects, but merely because of procedural complexities
and guidelines governing the same. Hence, creating an effective and efficient framework for
development of wind power projects is really important and necessary to achieve ambitious
targets of 8 to 10 GW per annum. In this regard, recommendations are summarized as under:
a) A nation-wide comprehensive wind resource assessment study.
b) Development of online repository for potential wind farm sites/clusters.
c) Need for elaborate planning for transmission infrastructure (including inter-state
transmission).
d) Scaling up size of turbines, especially on wind rich sites.
e) On site turbine assembly/component manufacturing to be promoted in order to avoid huge
logistic costs.
f) Enforcement of time bound development of project
g) Developing infrastructure —for power evacuation and transport.
h) Recommended model for wind power project development will help in building a level
playing field for both IPPs and turbine manufacturers.
These recommendations are prepared in order to develop a programmatic approach to wind
project management and also mitigate risks in developing wind farms. This approach will help
in reducing the total commissioning time (post WRA) to 15- 18 months, which will accelerate
the process of developing wind farms.
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